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On the security of Lo et al.’s ownership
transfer protocol
Nasour Bagheri, Masoumeh Safkhani

Abstract—Recently Lo et al. have proposed an ownership
transfer protocol for RFID objects using lightweight computing operators and claim their protocol provides stronger
security robustness and higher performance efficiency in
comparison with existing solutions. However, in this paper
we show that their claim unfortunately does not hold.
More precisely, we present tag’s secret disclosure attack,
new owner’s secret disclosure and fraud attack against
the Lo et al.’s ownership transfer protocol. The success
probability of all attacks is “1” while the complexity is
only one run of protocol. Our observation shows that this
protocol compromise the privacy of the tag and the new
owner.
Index Terms—RFID, Ownership Transfer Protocol, Disclosure Attack, Fraud Attack.

The new owner should be able to perform mutual
authentication with the tag after the ownership transfer has taken place.
Ownership transfer presents its own set of threats and
therefore demands the attention of security researchers.
Observing that tags may become highly ubiquitous in the
future, with tagged object changing hands often, secure
owner transfer would be essential to the RFID systems.
Hence, several ownership transfer protocols have been
proposed in the literatures [8], [11], [3], [16], [9], [7], [1],
[12], [4], [2], [6], [15]. However, the later analysis [14],
[5], [13] demonstrated security flaws on some of them
that shows that it is not an easy task to design a secure
ownership transfer protocol.
•

I. I NTRODUCTION
Radio Frequency Identification (or in short term RFID)
has many applications for both business and private
individuals. Several of these applications will include
items that change owners at least once in their lifetime.
The swapping and resale of items is a practice that is
likely to be popular in the future, and so any item that
depends on RFID for function or convenience should be
equipped to deal with change of ownership.
In the case of ownership transfer, we want to prevent
the old owner of a tag from accessing that tag or the
services that the tag provides to the current owner. For
instance, an old owner should not be able to use any
keys or identifying values to impersonate the tag to make
a purchase, open a door, or even change the ownership
back to him. In summary, a secure ownership transfer
protocol must satisfy the following properties:
• The old owner should not be able to access the tag
after the ownership transfer has taken place.

A. Overview of the Current Work
Recently Lo et al. have proposed an ownership transfer
protocol using lightweight computing operators [10].
They have claimed their protocol provides suitable security and performance in comparison to other schemes
in this field. However, in this paper we provide a detailed
security analysis of the protocol which leads to several efficient attacks against the protocol, i.e. tag’s/new owner’s
secret disclosure attack and fraud attack.
Paper Organization: Notations used in the paper are
presented in Section II. Lo et al.’s ownership transfer
protocol is described in Section III.Section IV and Section V describe our tag’s secret disclosure attack and
fraud attack respectively. Finally, we conclude the paper
in Section VI.
II. P RELIMINARIES
Throughout the paper, we use the following notations:
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• TTP:
• OC :
• ON :

The trusted third party server.
The current owner of the tagged object.
The new owner of the tagged object after
ownership transfer.
• A:
Adversary.
•
An RFID tag i.
• T agi :
Unique identifier of tag i.
• T IDi :
The identifier of owner j.
• OIDj :
• T T P ID :
The identifier of T T P .
• Cj :
The credential of the owner j.
• KTi :
The shared secret key between T agi and
TTP.
The shared secret key between T agi and
• KOi :
OC .
• h() :
One way hash function.
The x-th random number where x ∈ Z + .
• rx :
•⊕:
The exclusive-or operation.
• N un(m, n) : A lightweight function which is built with
bit-shift and add operations.
N un(m, n) function has two input values, m and n,
where m is the value to be verified and n is a random
number to reshuffle the original input value m. The
pseudo-code of N un is shown as below:
string Nun(bit string m, bit string n){
string X=m
int L=bit length of X value
for(int i=0;i<L;i++)
{
X=(X>>1)+(X<<1)+n
}
return X
}
III. L O et al.’ S OWNERSHIP T RANSFER P ROTOCOL
D ESCRIPTION
Lo et al.’s [10] protocol, has three phases including
registration phase, current ownership suspension phase
and new ownership establishment phase. The details of
Lo et al. protocol is described as below:
• Registration Phase All tags will be initialized before using and all object owners have to register their
identities at T T P . T T P shares a secret key KTi
with each tag i, where KTi is preloaded into the
memory of tag i and neither current owner nor new
owner can access (or know) the key. Each owner j
has a credential key Ci = h(T T P IDOIDj) such
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that T T P can verify the identity of requesting owner
when receiving an ownership transfer request from
an object owner. In addition, the current owner and
the T agi are set to share the same secret key KOi .
Current Ownership Suspension Phase The details
of current ownership suspension phase which is
depicted in Fig. 1 are as follows:
1) OC generates a random number r1 and sends
(OIDC , OIDN , T IDi , r1 , CC ) to T T P .
2) Once receipt the message, T T P calculates


CC
= h(T T P ID||OIDC ). If CC
= CC ,
T T P will terminate this session. Otherwise,
TTP:
– Finds corresponding KTi for T agi ,
– Generates a temporary secret key Ktemp ,
– Computes M1 = KTi ⊕ Ktemp ⊕ r1 and a
verification message V1 = N un(M1 , r1 ),
– Sends M1 and V1 to OC .
3) Upon receipt the message, OC computes
M2 = M1 ⊕ KOi and forwards (V1 , M2 , r1 )
to T agi through its reader and starts a timer to
control the tag’s responding time.
4) When T agi receives the message, extracts
M1 = M2 ⊕ KOi and computes V1 =
N un(M1 , r1 ). If V1 = V1 , T agi extracts
Ktemp as Ktemp = M1 ⊕ KTi ⊕ r1 and
assignees it to its secret KOi and sends
ACK1 = N un(KTi , r1 ) ⊕ Ktemp to OC , as
its response. However, if V1 = V1 , tag sends a
random number r2 as ACK1 .
5) If OC receives the tag response in the appropriate time( before timeout occurs) it forwards
ACK1 to T T P . Otherwise, OC tries to use the
old key KOi to access T agi . If OC cannot
access the tag, it sends ACK1 = OIDC to
T T P . Otherwise, it restarts Step 4.
6) Once T T P receives the message, it verifies
whether ACK1 = N un(KT i, r1) ⊕ Ktemp or
ACK1 = OIDC . In the case of equality, T T P
passes ACK2 = ‘success’ to OC . In addition,
T T P transfers Ktemp and T IDi to ON . Otherwise, T T P passes a failure message, ACK2
=‘go to step 4’, to OC to restart the process
from Step 4 .
New Ownership Establishment Phase The details
of this phase which is depicted in Fig. 2 are as
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Fig. 1.

The Current Ownership Suspension Phase in Lo et al.’s Ownership Transfer Protocol.

follows:
1) Once ON receives Ktemp , it does as follows:
– Generates the new secret key KOinew and
random numbers r3 and r4 ,
– Computes M3 = KOinew ⊕ r3 ⊕ KOi and
V2 = N un(KOinew , r4 ) ⊕ KOi ,
– Sends (M3 , V2 , r3 , r4 ) to T agi and starts a
timer.
2) On receiving the message, T agi computes
KOinew = M3 ⊕ r3 ⊕ KOi and V2 =
N un(KOinew , r4 ) ⊕ KOi . If V2 = V2 , it
assigns the extracted KOinew to KOi and
sends ACK3 = N un(KTi , r4 ) ⊕ KTi to ON .
Otherwise, it generates a random number and
assigns it to ACK3 and sends it to ON .
3) If ON receives the tag’s response in the appropriate time ( before timeout occurs) it forwards
ACK3 to T T P . Otherwise, ON tries to use the
old key KOi to access T agi . If ON cannot
access the tag, it sends ACK3 = OIDN to
T T P . Otherwise, it restarts Step 1.
4) Once receipt the message, T T P verifies
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whether ACK3 = N un(KTi , r4 ) ⊕ KTi or
ACK3 = OIDN . In the case of equality,
T T P sends ACK4 =‘success’ to ON . Otherwise, T T P sends a restart message, ACK4
=‘restart’, to ON .
5) If ON receives the success message, it replaces
KOi with KOinew . Otherwise, ON restarts the
procedure from Step 1.
Lo et al. have stated that the channel between the
tag and the owner is insecure. However, they have not
clarified whether the channel between owners and T T P
is secure. If the channel between owners and T T P is
insecure, it would be trivial to disclose the tag’s secret
key KOi by computing M1 ⊕ M2 . Hence, in this paper
we consider the channel between owners and T T P
secure and we assume that the attacker cannot eavesdrop
(OIDC , OIDN , T IDi , CC , M1 ) and ACK2 .
IV. TAG ’ S AND N EW OWNER ’ S S ECRETS
D ISCLOSURE ATTACK
In Lo et al. ownership transfer protocol, T agi and
T T P share a secret key KTi which T T P employs it
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Fig. 2.

The New Ownership Establishment Phase in Lo et al.’s Ownership Transfer Protocol.

to transfer the tags ownership from OC to ON . KTi is a
secret parameter and neither OC nor ON are expected to
be able to retrieve it. However, in this section we show
that how a curious owner can disclose the secret of the
tag, KTi . In this attack OC transfers the ownership of
T agi to itself once and based on the transferred messages,
it can retrieves KTi . To extract KTi , curious owner OC
can do as follow:
1) OC starts a new ownership transfer protocol and
sends (OIDC , OIDC , T IDi , r1 , CC ) to T T P .
2) On receiving the message, T T P authenticates OC
and does as follows:
• Finds corresponding KTi for T agi ,
• Generates a temporary secret key Ktemp ,
• Computes M1 = KTi ⊕ Ktemp ⊕ r1 and a
verification message V1 = N un(M1 , r1 ),
• Sends M1 = KTi ⊕ Ktemp ⊕ r1 and V1 to OC .
3) Once OC receives (M1 , V1 ), it sends OIDC as
ACK1 to the T T P .
4) On receiving the message, since ACK1 equals
OIDC , T T P passes ACK2 = ‘success’ to OC .
In addition, T T P transfers Ktemp and T IDi to
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ON which is also OC .
5) Given M1 , r1 and Ktempt , OC extracts KTi as
KTi = M1 ⊕ Ktempt ⊕ r1 .
Hence, the curious owner OC can disclose secret of
the T agi , i.e. KTi . The success probability of the given
attack is “1” and the attack complexity is only one run
of protocol. If KTi is known by OC , then whenever OC
transferred the ownership of T agi to a new owner OC ,
OC would be able to trace T agi which compromise the
privacy of the new owner ON . Even worse, the adversary
can extract the secret key of the new owner KOinew as
follows:
1) OC generates a random number r1 and sends
(OIDC , OIDN , T IDi , r1 , CC ) to T T P .
2) Upon receipt the message, T T P authenticates OC
and does as follows:
• Finds corresponding KTi for T agi ,
• Generates a temporary secret key Ktemp ,
• Computes M1 = KTi ⊕ Ktemp ⊕ r1 and a
verification message V1 = N un(M1 , r1 ),
• Sends M1 and V1 to OC .
3) Upon receipt the message, OC computes Ktemp =
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M1 ⊕ KTi ⊕ r1 .
4) The rest of the second phase of protocol continue
as it has described in section III.
5) Once ON receives Ktemp , it does as follows:
• Generates the new secret key KOinew and
random numbers r3 and r4 ,
• Computes M3 = KOinew ⊕ r3 ⊕ KOi and
V2 = N un(KOinew , r4 ) ⊕ KOi and sends
(M3 , V2 , r3 , r4 ) to T agi .
6) OC
eavesdrops the transferred message
(M3 , V2 , r3 , r4 ) and does as follows :
• Given Ktemp from step 5 and the eavesdropped
M3 and r3 , computes KOinew as KOinew =
M3 ⊕ r3 ⊕ Ktemp .
7) OC does not disrupt the rest of the protocol and
T agi and ON finish the protocol successfully.
Hence, following the given attack, the old owner OC
can disclose the secret key of the new owner ON . Given
the owner secret key it would be easy to do what you
want, trace the tag, impersonate the owner, etc. It must
be noted that the success probability of the given attack is
“1” and the attack complexity is only one run of protocol.
Remark 1: . One may argue that to prevent the curious
OC to retrieve the tag’s secret key and therefore the new
owner’s secret key, we can force T T P to not allow the
owner to transfer the ownership to itself. However, then

, can collude to retrieve the
two person, e.g. OC and ON
tag secret and then transfer its ownership to the victim
owner ON .
V. F RAUD ATTACK
In this section we present another attack against Lo et
al.’s protocol in which the owner OC can satisfy the
new owner ON , confirmed by T T P certification, while
after ownership transformation ON cannot access T agi
but OC can do. Hence, OC can sell the same tag to
several person. Whenever insincere OC decides to sell
the ownership of T agi to a victim owner ON , it does as
below:
1) OC generates a random number r1 and sends
(OIDC , OIDN , T IDi , r1 , CC ) to T T P .
2) On receiving the message, T T P authenticates OC
and does as follows:
• Finds corresponding KTi for T agi ,
• Generates a temporary secret key Ktemp ,
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Computes M1 = KTi ⊕ Ktemp ⊕ r1 and a
verification message V1 = N un(M1 , r1 ),
Sends M1 and V1 to OC .

3) Upon receipt the message, OC does not send anything to T agi and just sends its OIDC as ACK1
to the T T P .
4) When T T P receives the message, since ACK1
equals OIDC , passes ACK2 = ‘success’ to OC .
In addition, T T P transfers Ktemp and T IDi to
ON .
5) Once ON receives Ktemp and T IDi replaces KOi
by the new generated secret key KOinew . Then, it
generates the tuple (M3 , V2 , r3 , r4 ) following the
given procedure in section III and sends it to T agi .
6) OC blocks (M3 , V2 , r3 , r4 ).
7) Since ON does not receive the tag response in the
appropriate time( before timeout occurs), ON tries
to use the old key KOi to access T agi . However,
ON cannot access the tag, so it sends ACK3 =
OIDN and r4 to T T P ,
8) Once receipt the message, T T P verifies ACK3 =
OIDN and sends ACK4 =‘success’ to ON .
9) When ON receives a success message, it replaces
KOi with KOinew and ensures that it has received
the T agi ownership successfully.
Hence, following the given attack, the new owner
beliefs that the ownership transfer has been done successfully and he is only one which can identify T agi and
access the information inside the tag and the old owner
cannot identify and control the tag any more. However,
the given attack shows that a dishonest owner can deceive
new owners, sell his tagged objects while he still has
possession of them, because the tag has not updated its
owner key yet. The success probability of our fraud attack
is “1” while the complexity is only one run of protocol
for each tag sell.
Remark 2: . The given attack works properly if any
owner which has a record in T T P decides to deceive a
new owner ON that it can transfer the ownership of T agi
to ON . It comes from this fact that in Lo et al.’s protocol,
T T P does not check whether OC has the permission to
transfer the ownership of T agi and it just verifies whether
OC has a record in the T T P database, while that record
can be not necessarily to access T agi .
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VI. C ONCLUSION
In this paper we considered Lo et al.’s RFID ownership
transfer protocol and demonstrated that, in contrary to
its designers’ claims, this protocol does not provide
resistance tag’s and new owner’s secrets disclosure and
fraud attacks. The success probability of all attacks are
“1” while the cost of all is only one run of protocol.
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